
Promotions–Games–Incentives

GAMES & SWEEPSTAKES   |    ON-/ IN-PACK LABELS,  COUPONS, & PREMIUMS   |    POP/POS

Promotion



Effectively manage complicated details like 
regulatory compliance, security challenges, 
programming, and complex constructions.

Games & Sweepstakes
Whether you want to incite trial, build loyalty, or simply increase 
consumer engagement with your brand, WSPromotion is a 
leader in the development and production of high-impact 
games and sweepstakes that are fun, effective, and secure:

• Leverage our variable imaging printing systems that offer 
the broadest variety of game-play data options.

• Execute your game or sweepstakes on-pack, in-pack,  
on-cup, as a hand-out game piece, or even in an online interactive format. 

• Take advantage of our trademarked and patented multi-layer constructions from 
three printable panels to 28-page booklets. 

• Effectively manage complicated details for interactive game pieces, FDA 
requirements for in-pack placement, and ever-changing programming regulations 
and security concerns.

On-/In-Pack Labels, Coupons, & Premiums
On-/In-Pack Labels & Premiums; Multi-Layer Prime Labels
Incite trial or increase loyalty by including incentives in or on your 
packaging with trading cards, static clings, product material 
samples, or other premiums. Label-on-label constructions with 
our Dri/Release™ coating for instant-redeemable-coupons (IRCs) 
make it simple to offer coupons, recipes, other promotions, 
or cross-sell other products. With an almost infinite range of 
possibilities, if you can imagine it, we can develop it.

Overwrapping
Direct food contact materials allow you to place nearly any 
promotion inside the package, right along with your product. 
Various finishing options are available including bandoliers,  
trays, or rolls. We can also provide the equipment for you to  
do the insertion.

Folded Booklet Coupon and Consumer Education Labels
Consumer education booklets add value and help expand product 
usage by communicating additional features and benefits of 
your product. Incite trial or increase loyalty by offering a coupon 
incentive right on your product. Folded booklet labels create 
intrigue, add visual depth to your package, and are a great 
promotional technique to engage consumers.

Coupon Constructions
Construction and graphics templates/die-lines are available 
for all our coupon types, which shortens the design and 
production timeline. And our coupon features include multiple 
fraud prevention technologies, like anti-copy prevention, UV 
authentication, serialization, variable imaging, infrared, and 
holographic imagery with CIC (Coupon Information Corporation) 
devices, among others. 

Security: on-site,  
on-/in-pack, and  
for your game

Our experts know the intricate details 
involved with designing and producing 
game pieces. To guard the integrity of your 
promotion, we offer a full range of security 
options and enhancements:

• Our secure facilities have been 
audited by some of America’s largest 
consumer products companies that 
promote their products and brands on 
a national and international scale.

• Precise security measures are followed 
as we work hand-in-hand with your 
games administration team to manage 
every production detail of your project. 

• Our security systems protect the 
confidentiality of every aspect of  
every program. 

• Production software for variable  
image printing provides security for 
controlled probability games, Web 
games, continuity games, collect- 
and-win games, puzzle games, 
instant-win games, and more. 

• Variable imaging is done fully in-line 
as the game piece is produced, and 
winners can be automatically and 
securely seeded for almost any prize-
tier criteria you would like to choose.

• Unique alphanumeric codes provide 
added security for printed and  
online games. 

• We offer special adhesives for hot-fill 
products and four-sided sealing to 
prevent tampering of on-pack  
game pieces. 

• Our production facilities follow full 
chain-of-custody verification for 
every step in the operation, including 
documented certification that waste 
and electronic files have been 
completely destroyed.



Why WS Packaging Group and 
WSPromotion? 

Retail at every level demands compelling differentiation to capture 
consumer attention. To reach the increasingly sophisticated shopper 
requires an integrated multi-channel strategy using digital, social, 
mobile, and point-of-sale tactics. As marketing channels become 
increasingly complex, brands must integrate their approach. Turn to 
WSPromotion to:

• Induce trial of a new product, execute a line extension,  
or cross-promote multiple brands with on-pack coupons.

• Reward consumer loyalty with a special in-pack coupon.

• Increase purchase frequency or build store traffic with a 
promotion using scratch-off game cards with compelling prizes.

• Raise awareness and increase sales of your product line with  
an entirely new POS merchandising approach.

When it comes to promotions, games, and incentives, WSPromotion 
develops innovative solutions that enhance shelf presence, 
encourage product trial, promote repeat purchases, and reward 
customer loyalty, all through a higher level of consumer engagement. 

Our experts evaluate your product, package, and brand and then 
deliver the components that ensure your promotional strategies 
engage consumers on the path to purchase and drive share gains 
on the shelf.

Motivate shopper behavior at multiple levels.

We understand shopper engagement and what it takes to navigate the path to purchase.



We have the insight, capability, and flexibility to seamlessly manage your entire promotion development process, from programming 
through product design and printing, to application or insertion on or in your product. Our commitment to research and development 
has yielded patented label constructions that enable creative promotional applications. 

WSPromotion is a single-source provider for all of your promotional components for games & sweepstakes; on-/in-pack labels, 
coupons and premiums; and POP/POS.

With dedicated facilities that specialize in developing and producing promotional items, we have the equipment, research and 
technology assets, game-related expertise, security systems, production capacity, and knowledge to create whatever your program 
demands. 

Leverage our industry-leading experience to 
realize your vision for success.

Whatever the challenge, we’ll help you conquer it 
and achieve your sales goals.



Game Piece POS Labels
Innovative label solutions with 
layered constructions are ideal for 
POS applications to incite consumer 
purchase. A large billboard display 
area attracts consumers and highlights 
the promotion. These pieces can be 
variably printed with random game 
codes or other information.

Signage & POP
Guide consumers on the path to 
purchase with dynamic in-store 
communication. Lead and educate 
consumers with floor graphics, POP 
kits, merchandisers, 3-D shelf-talkers, 
and RFID/NFC tagged posters

Hang Tags at POS
Hang tags are an ideal way to 
motivate purchase by implying higher 
value through product sampling, 
coupons, recipes, or cross-selling,  
all without interfering with your label.

Product Merchandising
Creative merchandising is an 
effective way to display products 
in a fun and interesting display that 
captures consumer attention and 
encourages purchase.

Kitting and Assembly
We can coordinate large-scale POP 
kit assembly and distribution. And our 
proprietary WebFlex™ online ordering, 
proofing, and graphics management 
system offers convenience, simplicity, 
and efficiency for tracking the project 
start to finish.

Guide your target customer and influence 
them on the path to purchase with a more 
dynamic in-store presence.

Application Equipment for Sale or Lease
Streamline the application process by investing in equipment 
designed specifically to meet the needs of your promotion.  
Or, lease the equipment just for the duration of your promotion, 
complete with installation, technical support, and service for  
a trouble-free run. 

Our WSAutomation application specialists ensure all systems  
are built for optimal integration into your existing production line. 
Our responsive service technicians are committed to keeping 
your line running. Maximizing your productivity is our goal.



With printing and packaging facilities across the U.S. and in Mexico, WS Packaging Group is one of the largest printing and label converting operations in North America. 
We produce high-quality label and packaging products for customers from emerging start-up companies to category-leading Fortune 500 brands.

We offer extensive capabilities in flexographic, screen, digital, and offset printing; finishing effects like hot and cold foiling and embossing; in-house R&D teams for 
innovative constructions and product development, resulting in multiple industry patents; state-of-the-art research labs; and a proprietary online ordering, proofing,  
and brand graphics management system capable of seamlessly managing thousands of SKUs.

WS Packaging Group provides a complete label and packaging solution because we’re the only converter that is an OEM of standard and customized label application equipment.

WSPackaging&Label

•  Labels (pressure sensitive,  
glue applied, and in-mold) 

• Folding cartons
• Shrink decorations
• Dome labels
• MultiVision® extended text labels
•  Flexible packaging
• Compliance labels
• Printed and specialty tape

WSPromotion

• Games & sweepstakes
• Coupons & folded booklets
• Large-format graphics & signs
• POP/POS
• Industrial graphics & signage
• Brochures
• Booklets
• Overwraps
• Hang tags

WSTechnology

• RFID tags and applicators
• NFC/Near Field RFID
• Track and trace
• Serialization
• LinerLESS™

• Brand protection
• R&D

WSAutomation

• Lighting™ Label Applicators
• Primara™ Print & Apply  
 Applicators
•  Spectra™ Custom  

Application Systems
• HERMA Label Applicators

For more information:
call 877-977-5177

email marketing@wspackaging.com
or visit wspackaging.com

Trademarks pictured are the property  
of their respective owners. 

Put the power of our innovation to work for you!

Certifications and Sustainability

Our commitment to product quality is matched 
by our commitment to how we do business. Our 
award-winning sustainable manufacturing processes 
are your assurance we minimize waste and 
environmental impact.

WS Packaging Group is a true single-source 
provider of innovative packaging and branding 
solutions that increase your shelf impact, 
brand consistency, and productivity through 
four dedicated product offerings.


